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Made in Japan shoes

We offer an extensive lineup and the latest designs.

The moment you put on a pair of our shoes made in Japan,

you will be surprised at how wonderfully cushioned they feel.

Wear them for extended periods of time without tiring your feet.

We have partnerships with many leading Japanese shoe manufactures

that carry a wide variety of styles.

So whatever style you ’re looking for, we can suggest manufactures that match.

Our close connection with the maunfactures makes it possible

for modifications to be made to the design or color etc.

OEM is also option. 



 

The city of Kobe

Kobe is well known as the second largest port city in Japan

and has many international companies.

When Japan opened its door to foreign countries almost 150 years ago, 

Kobe was designated as one of the ports to be used for foreign trade. 

For foreign people who had come to Kobe for international trade,

the Japanese craftsman who makes Japanese sandal "Zori" or "Geta" 

started to repair or make their shoes.

That's the beginning of the history of "the shoe city Kobe".

At the present time, more than 80% of Japanese shoe production is 

concentrated in Kobe, where reliable quality and comfort is supported

by the numerous satisfied buyers.



Japanese synthetic leather

The main material used in our shoes is synthetic leather.

(We also have a small selection of shoes that made of ganuine leather.)

The finish and quality of Japanese made synthetics

can be seen just by looking at our shoes, no dullness in the glass or lustre.

Cleaning is much easier when compared to genuine leather

(Synthetics don’ t actually require much cleaning.)

The technology behind synthetic leather is very developed in Kobe,

the area where our shoes are manufactured.

We have a long history of making synthetic leather shoes

and have the technology and capabilities to produce materials that rival genuine leather.

As the finish is of such high quality, people who have an image of synthetic leather

being low quality and cheap looking will think our material is genuine leather.



The shoes, very gentle to your feet, are produced in Kobe Japan.

Some extra information to you so you can better understand our shoes selling points.

Functions

Molded sole:

The sole itself acts as a cushion,

and coupled with the cushioning 

material in the sole.

Arch support cushion:

Supports the foots arch, very helpful

for people with flat feet as the support.

Super Cushion:

Reduces the impact on the foot similarly

to the low rebound cushion, 

but this effect is long-lasting. 

Linning Cushion:

The foot would be wrapped gently 

by linning cushion made of urethane.

Steady Heels:

For quality heels, the weight of the

wearer is supported properly 

down the center of the heel.

Low rebound cushion:

Developed by NASA,

this material cushions the foot from the

impact of walking.

Lightweight design:

Synthetic leather allows for 

lightweight shoes. Lighter shoes 

means lighter steps, so you don’t 

tire as easily when walking.

STRETCH
UPPER MATERIAL

Stretch synthetic leather: 

The stretchiness of the shoes reduces the rubbing of the toe against the shoe, 

in turn reducing the chance of developing bunions.

Also good for people who find it hard to find shoes that 

fit them as this material stretches.

WATERPROOF Waterproof:

Synthetic leather is originally waterproof.

You don’ t have to use waterproof spray

any longer. 

And you can add the water proof sheet inside.







Run-able heels
These heels are our compilation of latest technology.

And the best hits of our shoes in Japan.
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Four technologies;

Stretch material:

The stretchiness of the upper reduce 

the rubbing of the toe against the 

shoe, in turn reducing the chance of 

developing bunions.

Soft sole:

Oue to the soft sole doesn’ t 

easily slip off while being worn.

Waterproof:

You can have a pleasant time on 

a rainy day.

Ultra-lightweight:

Just 150g of weight per one shoe.

Lighter shoe means lighter steps 

and so you don’ t tire as easily 

when walking.
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Run-able heels.
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AM-R5501A

AM-R1601AAM-R3701A

AM-R7701AAM-R5701A

We have 5 styles of them.
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Run-able suede.
We have 2 styles of them. 

*We use a stain resistant suede which is not a water proof.

AM-R7702A

AM-R5502A



High heels.

MM-904

It is as simple as making sure the heel is straight,

the manufacturing technology in Japan makes sure 

that that is the case.
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SN-8330 SN-9201

MM-1030
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Designed heels.

These designed heels get people’ s attention.

They can be worn for a wide variety styles ranging

from casual to elegant.

You can easily add some elegance into your life!

MG-470
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MG-2401

MG-1200 MG-1424

MG-1211
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Simple and basic, but comfortable.

The manufacturing technology in Japan makes sure

that these heels are very gentle to the foot.

Because of having lots of functions.

Basic pumps.

AM-SP590
Heel Height: 6cm

MM-563
Heel Height: 7cm

MM-1030
Heel Height: 9cm

MG-2501
Heel Height: 5cm

MM-7653
Heel Height: 7cm

MM-904
Heel Height: 9cm
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SN-3000
Heel Height: 5cm

MG-6201
Heel Height: 5.5cm

MG-810
Heel Height: 7cm

MG-3520
Heel Height: 4.5cm

MG-501
Heel Height: 6cm

SN-2003
Heel Height: 5.5cm
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Cushioned sandals

The insole itself acts as a cushion,

and coupled with the cushioning material of the linning

you will walk comfortably for hours.

SN-9902 SN-1225

DS-4801 DS-4807DS-4803
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Short boots

Synthetic leather allows for lightweight boots.

Lighter boots means lighter steps

and so you don't tire as easily when walking.

MG-3300MG-3400

DS-6206DS-6208



AR-7670

AR-7621
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Traditional shoes.

AR-7670

AR-7653

AR-7621

Perfectly traditional style, but soft, and light-weight.
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AM-1860 AM-1863 AM-18601

Hand-dyed shoes.

Before dyeing, it was just a white shoe made of synthetic leather.

Upper is hand-dyed one by one to colorful color.

This unique texture is almost like genuine leather

but the upper is water resistant and repels dirt.

In addition, this synthetic leather proven to be more breathable than 

genuine leather allowing the circulation of air.

And the microfiber layer allows the material to fit comfortably around the foot.
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AM-18637

AM-18636 AM-18729AM-18655

RO-2010

RO-2021RO-2180
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The footbed sole supports the foots arch,

very helpful for people with flat feet 

as the support will allow them to walk for longer before tiring.

Footbed sandals.

RO-4850

AM-18735AM-18660AM-18657 AM-18656

Flat soles Wedge soles



Flat shoes.

They are cute flats with round, square, or pointed toes.

The cushion insole covering the whole inside

is so soft and comfortable.
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AR-1505

AR-662

MI-2210AR-450



The sole itself acts as a cushion,

and coupled with the cushioning material in the insole

you will walk comfortably for hours.

Comfort shoes

Molded sole:
The sole itself acts as a cushion,

and coupled with the cushioning 

material in the sole.

Super cushion:
This material reduce the impact 

on the foot developed by NASA.

This effect is long-lasting.

MI-2287

MI-34170MI-38200

MI-36
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We handle the distribution of ladies shoes made in Kobe Japan.

Because of having partnerships with more than 20 leading manufactures,

so that we can carry a wide variety of styles.

From high heels, casual shoes, to comfort shoes.

Just started to export our product to overseas from 2013,

but could have some success exporting

to Vietnam, Thailand, Hong Kong, and America.

We are not the manufacture, but can promote their shoes

as a representative of Kobe Japan.

We believe in that we are only one who can meets the needs of your company.

kobeshoes.co.jp

Retail division

Own two shoe stores and manage three internet shops.

Pop-up store at the department store all over Japan

including Takashimaya, Daimaru, and SOGO.

About At Imagine.



www.kobeshoes.jp

AT IMAGINE LTD
Established in 2006

Main Business Acivities: Trading Company, Agent, Distributor, Wholesaler

Address: #207 Shoes Plaza 7-1-9 Hosoda -cho Nagata-ku Kobe 653-0835 Japan

mail: info@kobeshoes.jp   URL: https://www.kobeshoes.jp/


